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The moment you receive the
ultimate visual experience.
This is the moment we work for.

Welcome to the 21st century
Technology characterises our world today, and the field of eye care is no exception.
We test your eyes with the most technologically-advanced ZEISS instruments, providing you with
the highest standard of care. Together, we will learn about your eyesight in great detail, even how
your vision performs in certain situtations and conditions.
Because every eye is different, and every face is different, we will use the information gained
about your vision and face profile to customise your ZEISS precision lenses. This will ensure optimal
performance matching both your preferences and your lifestyle.
Discover for yourself what ZEISS customised lenses can do for you and experience a 21st century
standard of care here at your eye care professional.

Optometrist´s signature

Hand-in-hand with technology
The ZEISS Analysis guides you to your customised ZEISS lenses
1. Your individual visual analysis

Together we will discuss your
existing personal requirements
and determine your personalised
visual needs.

2. Objective refraction

We will conduct an objective
refraction using the i.Profiler® plus.
Optical “fingerprints” of both eyes
will be captured in 60 seconds.
We will find out more about your
day and night vision to determine
if ZEISS lenses with i.Scription®
technology are an option for you.

3. Subjective refraction

The data from the i.Profiler® plus by
ZEISS is combined with the results
from your subjective refraction.
This allows us to fully understand
the interaction between your eyes
and to provide the best possible
prescription.

4. Selecting the right frame

Not only are the lenses important,
but so is the frame. Together we
will choose the one which fits best
to your face and lifestyle.

5. Frame and lens fitting

After selecting the right frame,
we will determine your personal
parameters using i.Terminal
technology. In just 60 seconds
we will obtain all the necessary
measurements with the precision
of 0.1 mm. For more relaxed vision
and a completely customised lens.

6. Selecting the suitable lens

Based on the results of your vision,
we will identify and recommend
the best solutions for you. ZEISS
offers a variety of lens solutions
designed with you in mind.

7. Better vision

Your new glasses with ZEISS lenses
a tailored-made solution, made
just for you. This is how ZEISS
delivers the best possible vision
and highest standard of care.

Every eye is different.
ZEISS precision lenses with i.Scription® technology for better night vision.
Low light and certain
visual conditions are
challenging for our eyes,
resulting in blurry images,
halo effects or visual
discomfort. By capturing
the optical fingerprint of
your eye, i.Profiler® plus
determines your optical
performance and
i.Scription® technology
calculates a prescription
for better day and night
vision incorporated in a
ZEISS lens.

1. i.Profiler® plus

2. i.Scription® technology

3. ZEISS lenses with i.Scription® technology
Better night / low-light vision.
At night your pupil enlarges
causing glare and halos to
impact your vision. i.Scription®
technology reduces image noise.

Daytime:
Good vision

i.Profiler® plus measures up
to 1500 points of how
light beams travel trough
your optical system (eye)
and determines a vision
profile of your optical
performance to 1/100th of a
diopter (standard is 1/4th of
a diopter).

Nighttime:
Blurry vision &
Halo effects

As your prescription can vary
during the day and night due
to contraction or dilation
of your pupils, i.Scription®
technology can take this
variation into account
and includes a patented
algorithm to provide you
with a customised lens for
better day and night vision.

Better visual contrast.
i.Scription® technology not only
improves your visual acuity but
your visual clarity, delivering
better visual contrast in your life.

Better colour vision.
i.Scription® technology adds more
brilliance to life and lets lens
wearers see colours as they really
are: bright and more intense.

Every face is different.
Lenses precisely personalised for more relaxed vision.
Achieving the best vision possible for your eyes involves more than just
an accurate prescription. It’s also about how your prescription lenses
are placed in your frames to optimise your viewing range. Proper lens
position minimises headaches, incorrect body posture and eye strain.
With i.Terminal technology by ZEISS, we use the latest digital
centration measurements to capture your personal parameters along
with those of your selected frame in just 60 seconds with 0.1 mm
precision. This reduces fitting errors, which can account for 40% of
loss of optical performance.

ZEISS lenses are fitted to your individual frame and face parameters.

It is essential to identify the area of the lens that you naturally look
through to get the utmost performance, especially in the case of
progressive or premium lenses. ZEISS offers many different features
to customise your lenses even more. Together, we will find the option
that suits you best for more relaxed vision.

i.Terminal technology ensures the ideal field of view for more relaxed vision.

Discover more at
www.zeiss.com.au/better-vision

With a QR code scanner
application on your smart phone,
you can scan me to learn more.

Carl Zeiss Pty Ltd
Ph: 02 9020 1333
visioncare.au@zeiss.com
www.zeiss.com.au

